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CDL-TAGs: A grammar formalism for flexible and efficient 
syntactic generation 

Abstract 
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During the last decade we developed and continuously improved CDL-TAGs, an extension of 
TAGsfor incremental syntactic generation. This paper presents the current state of development 
and gives details of the definltion of context dependent linearization rules. 

1. Introduction 
This paper presents Tree Adjoining Grammars with Context-Dependent Disjunctive Lineariza
tion Rufes (CDL-TAG) that have been developed for incremental syntactic generation in the 
system WIP (WAF+93). CDL-TAGs were successfully used in the projects PERFECTION 
(Fin96), EFFENDI (PH 96), PRACMA (JI(N+94), and VERBMOBIL (Wah93). 
A fully incremental system is characterized by realizing interleaved input consumption, pro
cessing and output production, so that first output elements may even be produced before the 
input is complete. So, decisions based on the data at hand impose assumptions about the out
standing input, thereby reducing the set of input increments that can be consistently integrated 
into processing. For syntactic generation, two different processing levels can be distinguished. 
First, for each new element the hierarchical structure of the sentence under construction has to 
be expanded. Second, elements have to be positioned in the final utterance thereby constraining 
any further positioning. According to that, it is essential to choose a syntactic representation 
formalism that facilitates the dynamic construction of the hierarchical structure and the step
wise linearization and utterance production for its substructures. The grammar formalism must 
be flexible enough to preserve word order variations as long as possible during generation. 
Thereby, it should be easy to handle the prefix of the sentence already uttered as constraining 
the set of applicable linearization rules. Additionally, the grammar formalism should support 
linearization rules that describe situational factors (e.g., time or space restrictions). 
The separation of a grammar into Hierarchical and Positional constraints (in the following 
called HIP paradigm) fulfills these requirements. Such a grammar (e.g., LD/LP-TAGs (Jos87)) 
consists of two distinct sets of rules, one merely describing mother-daughter relations only 
hierarchically, while the other describes positional constraints by referring to elements of the 
hierarchical structures. 
This paper presents CDL-TAGs, that almost perfectly refiect the required different levels· of pro
cessing for incremental syntactic generation and thereby strongly facilitate the implementation 
of the incrementality effects on syntactic generation (FS92). 

2. Definition of CDL-TAGs 
TAG with Context-Dependent Disjunctive Linearization Rules (CDL-TAG) is an extension of 
Tree Adjoining Grammar (JLT75) that helps to design an extremely compact grammar by avoid
ing redundant descriptions without extending the power of the fonnalism. 
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2.1. The Standard TAG Formalism 

Standard TAG combines elementary (initial and auxiliary) trees by adjoining, an operation 
which makes the grammar mildly context-sensitive and adequate for the representation of natu
ral language. The TAG formalism has been extended by a second combination operation called 
substitution which has only context-free power (SAJ88). In order to allow compact repre
sentations of complex syntactic dependencies, TAG has been extended furthermore by feature 
structures (TAGs with unification, (Ki192), (Kil94), or Feature Structure Based TAG, (VJ88)). 
The H/P-paradigm was app1ied to TAG by (Jos87). He defined Local Dominance!Linear 
Precedence-TAG (LD/LP-TAG) by "taking the elementary trees as domination structures over 
which linear precedences can be defined." The descriptive power of LP-rules in LD/LP-TAGs 
is not sufficient to describe all Jinearization alternatives of one hierarchical structure Jocally, 
i.e„ without duplicating the hierarchical structure (e.g., for German verbal phrases subject
verb-object, object-verb-subject, ... ). Furthermore, there is no means to associate different 
LP-rules with contextual (semantic and pragmatic) constraints. To get more flexible lineariza
tion, we developed a new extension of TAG on the basis of LD/LP-TAGs. 

2.2. CD~TAG 

CDL-TAG is defined according to the HIP paradigm, i.e., domination structures are used as 
elementary structures instead of trees. The possible orderings of sister nodes are restricted 
by linearization rules which are associated with the mother node. They have the form: "( <" 
{"("context lin-rule* ")"}* ")". The rules are initiated by the key "<". Bach alternative starts 
with the name of a context in which the rule is valid. The value of context is matched with a 
feature lin-context of the feature structure associated with the respective node. 
Tue Jeft part of Figure 1 illustrates a VP-node whose subtree represents a German verbal phrase. 

(lin·nij11it.lU: \'Crb-KC<Jnd) 
(< (verb-flrs& . .. ) 

VP (verb-scconcl ... ) 
(< („y ... ) 

NP Cshon •.. )) 
~vcrb·fin•I ... )) 

V Sobj! ~ccobjl 
........--r---_ 

Specitier.i N Modifict.l 

Figure 1: Examples for German Linearization Rules 

Its linearization rules include statements about verb-first, verb-second and verb-final word 
order while 'verb-second' is the actual 'Jin-context' inside its feature structure. Other contexts 
(like 'any' or 'short' at the NP-node in the right part of the figure) distinguish ward order rules 
that differ with respect to their suitability for specific situational - non-syntactic - factors 
which is useful for a generation system with globally set 'parameters'. E.g„ the value 'short' 1 

is used for word orders that permit to save space and time in the final utterance. 
Each lin - rule is encoded as a !ist that contains linearization elements lin - el. The order of 
the !ist elements defines the order of the elements of the TAG tree they refer to. A symbol sym 
is a lin - el and refers to a daughter of the node the linearization rule is associated with. 
In order to describe constraints on sister nodes which include complements as weil as optional 
elements, we extended the formalism by a combination operation that allows to add sister nodes 
without introducing additional depth into the tree. The operation of furcation has been „defined 
by (DK88) as the unification of two root nodes of structures to one root node with two sub
structures. We adapted it to CDL-TAGs by defi.ning an new kind of elementary tree, namely a 
furcation auxiliary tree whose foot node is leftmost or rightmost daughter of the root node, as a 
structure leaving away the foot node2• 

1The key 'short' is meant in the sense of saving space and time in the final utterance when using this alternative. 
This may be meaningful under time pressure or when the space for the written text is restricted. 

2This is comparable to the modijier au.xiliary tree in conuast to the predicative au.xiliary• tree inlloduced by 
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Some symbols sym in lin - rule denote adjuncts. They have to be detailed enough to. 
all aspects that infiuence word positions. For English, e.g„ different adverb classes have'to
be defined according to their different linearization constraints. Symbols referring to adjunct~·
always appear inside disjunctions with 'regular-like' expressions. They permit to describe ex
actly one occurrence of one element of a list by ((sym1 ... symn)1), one or zero occurrences by 
((sym1.„symn)11°), at least one occurrence of elements by ((sym1„.symn)+) or an arbitrary 
(or zero) number of elements by ((sym1 ... symn)°). 
The following expression is a possible linearization rule of the VP-node of Figure 1: 

(verb-second 
(subj v „ . (advp )' „. accobj . „) 

" .) 

((advp)1 v subj .„ (advp)" „.accobj ... ) 

It shows two alternatives to fill the first position of a verbal phrase in the Jinearization context 
verb- second, namely a complement ('subj' refers to the subject), or exactly one optional ele
ment ('advp' refers to an optional adverbial phrase). After the first element, the finite part of the 
inftected verb (referred to by 'v' in the linearization rule) has to follow. The second expression 
prescribes that the subject directly follows the verb in case of a topicalized adverbial phrase. 
Furthermore, the selection of adequate linearization rules may be restricted by features of the 
subtree to be linearized. CDL-TAGs use child-info that is inherited from the daughters of 
the node the linearization rule is associated with. The resulting structure for LP- rules is "( <" 
{"("context child-info lin-rule* ")"}* ")". The entry child-info realizes a specific test (identified 
by the key ' test') for feature-value-combinations which have to hold for some of the daughters 
of the actual node. The LP-rule 

(short (test (mod (cat) name)) 
(„ . mod „. (adjp)* „. n . „) 

.„) 

might be associated witll the NP-node on the right in Figure 1. It describes a possible lineariza
tion of a Specifier-Noun- Modifier construction in German: Instead of "Die Werke Goethes" 
(the works of Goethe) it is also possible to say "Goethes Werke" (Goethe's works). The pre
supposition for choosing this 'brief linearization alternative is that the modifier is realized as 
a proper name which is tested by referring to the third daughter of NP (the Modifier,j, node, 
referred to in the test above by 'mod') and then checking the equality of feature-value of 'cat' 
and the atomic value 'name'. 
The generative power of CDL-TAGs is equivalent to Standard TAG (with constraints) because 
the only addition to standard TAG is the combination operation "furcation" which has only 
context-free power. So, CDL-TAGs are not sufficient to describe all linearization phenom
ena that include adjuncts. E.g„ there is no easy way to describe scrambling without mixing 
hierarchical and positional information. Nevertheless, we use it as a promising starting point, 
concentrating on its usefulness for (incremental) syntactic generation. 

3. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper we presented CDL-TAGs, a highly compact grammar formalism, that is especially 
well-suited for the representation of grammar sources for (incremental) natural language gen
eration. Furthermore, the lexicalization allows the grammar to consider a subset of word class 
specific elementary trees (tree families) for each Jexical entry. 
The TAG-GENgenerator (Kil94) makes use of the CDL-rules by preferring linearization alter
natives that reflect the order of input elements so that the output can start as early as possible, 

(SS92). In this sense, furcation au:lliliary trees are the CDL-TAG variant of sister adjunction in, e.g„ DTG 
(RVW95) and furcation in, e.g„ 1FG (Cav98). 
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e.g„ by fronting elements which are given early in the input. lt also sorts linearization alterna
tives according to some generation parameters such as time pressure and style. 
Although the forrnalism has been successfully used in several different application systems, 
there is no grammar developing tool yet. So, the most important task for future work is the 
development and implementation of a CDL-TAG parser, e.g., as an extension of the work de
scribed in (Po194). 
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